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Abstract—With over 16 million Tweets per hour, 600 new blogs posts per minute and 400 million active users on Facebook, businesses
have begun searching for ways to turn real-time consumer based posts into actionable intelligence. The goal is to extract information
from this noisy, unstructured data and use it for trend analysis and prediction. Current practices support the notion visual analytics
can play a large role in enabling the effective analysis of such data. However, empirical evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of
a visual analytics solution is still lacking. This paper presents a visual analytics system which extracts data from Bitly and Twitter to
use for box office revenue and user rating predictions. Results from the VAST Box Office Challenge 2013 demonstrate the benefit of
an interactive environment for predictive analysis compared to a purely statistical modeling approach. These visual analysis method
used in our system can be generalized to other domain where social media data is involved, such as sales forecasting, advertisement
analysis, etc.
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1 INTRODUCTION
SOCIAL media data presents a promising, albeit chal-lenging, source of data for business intelligence.
Customers voluntarily discuss products and companies,
giving a real-time pulse of brand sentiment and adop-
tion. Unfortunately, such data is noisy and unstructured,
making it difficult to easily extract real-time intelligence.
Thus, the use of such data can be time-consuming and
cost prohibitive for businesses. One promising current
direction is the application of visual analytics. Recently,
the visual analytics community has begun focusing on
the extraction of knowledge from unstructured social
media data [12]. Studies have ranged from geo-temporal
anomaly detection [3], [4] to topic extraction [14] to cus-
tomer sentiment analysis [5]. The development of such
tools now enables end-users to explore this rich source
of information and mine it for business intelligence.
One key area for business intelligence is revenue
prediction. One means of revenue prediction is utiliz-
ing social media to understand product adoption and
sentiment. Currently, very few tools exist that effectively
enable the exploration of social media (such as Twitter)
in conjunction with traditional business intelligence an-
alytics (such as linear regression). Due to the abundance
of social media discussions on movies, movie revenue
prediction has drawn much attention from both the
movie industry and academic field. Movie meta-data,
social media data and google search volumes have all
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been explored in various prediction methods. For ex-
ample, an early study by Simonoff et al. [13] predicted
box office revenue with a logged response regression
model using meta data features (e.g., time of year , genre,
MPAA rating) as categorical regressors. Zhang et al., [15]
demonstrated that regression models based on meta data
features can be enhanced by utilizing variables extracted
from news sources, and Joshi et al. [6] explored the
relationship between film critic reviews and box office
performance. Further work by Asur et al. [1] found
that the rate of Tweets per day could explain nearly
80% of the variance in movie revenue prediction, and
recent work from Google [10] claimed a 94% prediction
accuracy in box office prediction by utilizing the volume
of internet trailer searches for a given movie title.
While such methods have demonstrated the benefits
of social media for extracting business intelligence for
box office revenue prediction, they have relied solely
on automated extraction and knowledge prediction. This
paper presents our visual analytics toolkit for movie
box office prediction. Our toolkit consists of a web-
deployable series of linked visualization views that
combine statistical techniques (multiple linear regression
and time series modeling) with data mining (sentiment
analysis) for predicting the opening weekend gross and
viewer rating scores of upcoming movies. This type of
visual analytics approach for social media analysis and
forecasting can be directly applied to a wide range of
business intelligence problems. Understanding how in-
formation is spread as well as the underlying sentiment
of the messages being spread can give analysts critical
insight into the general “pulse” of their brand or prod-
uct. Developing a set of quick look visualization tools
for an overview of such social media data along and
linking this to models that business analysts generate
for deploying new products, advertising campaigns and
2sales forecasts can be critical. Our toolkit can also be used
to explore other business related social media data, for
example, to see how well an ads campaign did and the
pattern of information spreading. Some exploration can
help adjust business decisions.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our sys-
tem, this paper reports on the results of the Visual
Analytics Science and Technology (VAST) Box Office
Challenge 2013. Results from this challenge also allowed
us to explore the hypothesis that the use of visual
analytics will enable end-users to develop better box-
office predictions when compared to a purely statistical
solution. Our results demonstrate that our analytics team
was able to outperform the purely statistical model
solution during the course of this contest; however,
results from this study merely support the hypothesis
that visual analytics can improve an end-user’s analytic
capabilities. More studies are required to create further
convincing evidence.
2 DATA EXTRACTION, ANALYSIS AND VISU-
ALIZATION TOOLS FOR BOX OFFICE PREDIC-
TIONS
In order to explore the impact that visual analytics can
have on generating insight into social media data, our
work focused on box-office predictions using Twitter
indices, bitly links, and access to the Internet Movie
Database. This system is a web-enabled visual analytics
toolkit that allows analysts to quickly extract, visualize
and clean information from social media sources. These
tools were combined with linear regression and temporal
modeling for movie box office prediction and sentiment
analysis for movie review rating prediction. In this sec-
tion, we will discuss the various tools developed as well
as lessons learned from the contest.
2.1 Tweet Mining – Overview, Sentiment and Clean-
ing Tools
While the tools developed are applicable to a variety
of social media analysis problems, our specific appli-
cation focused on structured data from the internet
movie database (e.g., genre, budget, rating), and unstruc-
tured data from social media (e.g., Tweets, blog posts).
While structured data is relatively straightforward to
extract, unstructured data requires a large amount of
pre-processing and manipulation. Unstructured data col-
lected from social media revolved around movie related
Tweets and bitly URLS. Tweets were collected for the
two-week period prior to the release date based off the
hashtag provided by a movie’s official Twitter account.
Our goal was to develop tools that could extract a variety
of metrics from Twitter and IMDB (see the summary in
Table 1 of the metrics we found most useful). Several of
the extracted metrics required data mining and cleaning.
To facilitate this, we developed tools that could present
the volume of Tweets at various levels of temporal aggre-
gation( Figure 1 (a)), enable users to remove unrelated
TABLE 1: Variables Description
Variable Description
OW 3-day Opening Weekend Gross
Budget Approximate movie budget from IMDB.
(unit is “million” of dollars)
Genre(category) The movie’s genre(s) according to IMDB
TUser Number of unique users who tweeted
about a movie
TBD The average daily number of Tweets over
the 2 weeks prior to release
TSS Tweet Sentiment Score - A summation of
each individual word’s sentiment polarity
as calculated via SentiWordNet [2]
MSS Movie Sentiment Score - A derivation of the
overall sentiment of a movie
MSP Movie Star Power - A summation of the
Twitter followers of the three highest billed
movie stars (as listed by IMDB)
Tweets from the aggregate metrics, and allow users to
extract and manually adjust the sentiment of a Tweet
(Figure 1 (b-d)).
In order to approximate the popular sentiment of
a movie, we processed each Tweet using a dictionary
based classifier, SentiWordNet [2]. This process assigns
each word in the Tweet with a score from −1 to 1 with
−1 being the highest negative sentiment score and 1
being the highest positive sentiment score. Next, each
Tweet is assigned a sentiment score by summing the
sentiment score of all words in the Tweet and scaling
the range from −.5 to .5 (TSS in Table 1). Finally, the
movie sentiment score (MSS in Table 1) is calculated as
MSS =
Positive Score
Positive Score+Negative Score
(1)
where Positive Score is the sum of all Tweets for a given
movie with a TSS greater than zero and Negative Score is
the absolute value of the sum of all Tweets for a given
movie with a TSS less than zero.
Once the sentiment scores for Tweets were extracted,
these values were then visualized to the end user. Fig-
ure 1 (b-d) shows the bubble plot view, the sentiment
river view, and the sentiment wordle view. In the senti-
ment wordle view (Figure 1 (d)), the 200 most frequently
mentioned words are extracted and visualized.
Both the bubble plot and the wordle plot enabled in-
teractive searching and filtering by keywords and users.
Users posting irrelevant messages could be removed
from the Tweet count and mismatched sentiment could
be modified by the end user. The primary use we found
for the views in Figure 1 were for data cleaning. The
primary lesson learned was that visualization tools are
a necessity for data cleaning due to the noisiness of social
media data and the problems inherent in sentiment
matching using a sentiment dictionary (e.g., phrases
such as “I want to see this movie so bad” are marked
as negative due to the word “bad”, and words such
as “Despicable” give negative sentiment when they are
merely references to a movie title). While the wordle
view provided a quick way to assess the sentiment of
popular words, it was necessary to hover over the bubble
3(a) Tweet Line Chart (b) Bubble Plot
(c) Sentiment River (d) Sentiment Wordle
Fig. 1: Tweet trend and sentiment views for Despicable Me 2. (a) Line charts and bar graphs showing the number
of Tweets per day and the predictions. (b) A Tweet bubble plot where blue represents positive sentiment and red
represents negative. The size of the bubble represents the number of times a Tweet has been retweeted, the x-axis
is time, and the y-axis is the number of followers that the user who submitted the Tweet has. (c) A sentiment river
view where sentiment is aggregated over four hour intervals. Positive sentiment is plotted in red above the x-axis,
negative in blue below. A user can select an area on the river to see the ratio of positive to negative sentiment.
(d)A sentiment wordle where the size of the word represents the number of times it was used in a Tweet and
color represents sentiment. By clicking a word, the bubble chart view will be filtered to only Tweets containing that
word.
plot or open a Tweet list view through the search bar
in order to fully explore the context of a Tweet. While
such views were useful for data cleaning, our analysis
approach (see Section 3) demonstrated to us that these
views were more effective for cleaning and overview
than for use in the model analysis. The critical need
for tools to extract the correct metrics for regression
modeling is a major hurdle that needs to be overcome
in utilizing social media data for business intelligence.
The bubble plot and wordle plot helped us to deal with
the challenge of sentiment analysis and cleaning of noise
from social media data.
2.2 Bitly Mining
While Tweets could be reasonably processed via the
SentiWordNet dictionary, blog posts required a different
approach. As part of this work, we explored long-form
text by extracting bitly links containing movie keywords.
These links typically consisted of review articles or news
reports about the movies (or in many cases unrelated
news, for example when the movie “The Heat” was
released, the Miami basketball team, The Heat, had
just won the NBA championship). For our review score
prediction, we relied on prescreening review scores that
were embedded in bitly links and developed an interac-
tive tool for extracting these scores as shown in Figure 2.
Initially, each bitly link starts as unclassified and is rep-
resented in a pixel matrix (color saturation corresponds
to the number of times a link was clicked). By clicking
on an unclassified square, a pop-up box appears with a
brief bit of text from the article. The user can then choose
to follow the link to scan the article for review scores
Fig. 2: Our interactive bitly classification widget. In the
center are the unclassified links which the user can click
and classify as seen in the floating window. The upper
left is a plot of review score by click counts with a line
for the average review score value.
and then manually assign a review score to an article
or classify it as news or unrelated. A plot of review
scores from articles versus the number of times an article
was accessed is provided for analysis (see the upper left
quadrant of Figure 2). This tool allows for quick data
filtering and extraction, for example, reviews for the Star
Trek video game can easily be separated from the Star
Trek movie which would be difficult to automatically
encode. Furthermore, the color coding from the pixel
matrix can be used as a metric for classifying only those
articles that had a substantial amount of views.
Similar to our lessons learned in Tweet mining, ex-
tracting information from bitly can be difficult to fully
automate. As in the Star Trek example, multiple products
for a movie may be released and reviewed at the same
time. Furthermore, review scores may range from “two
thumbs up” to “4 out of 5 stars” to “6 out of 10”. With
the analyst in the loop, these scores can be mapped to a
user’s own base system (in this case our metric was out
4Fig. 3: The weekend prediction view for newly released movies and the prediction adjustment widget. This is the
weekend when Despicable Me 2 and The Lone Ranger were released. (a) The bar graph view showing the actual
value, submitted prediction and model prediction. (b) The stacked graph view showing the predicted weekend
gross overlaid with the upcoming movie’s regression model prediction. (c) The adjustment widget where users
can modify the gross prediction; however, the predicted values for the new movies remain proportional. (d) The
adjustment widget for changing individual predictions. The gray box represents the total weekend gross.
of 10).
2.3 Regression Modeling
Once data cleaning and variable extraction was com-
plete, the next task was to use the social media metrics
to develop a model for predicting box office revenue
and review scores. Traditional variables used in these
box office prediction models include structured variables
(e.g., MPAA rating,movie budget) and derived measures
(e.g., popularity of the movie stars, popular sentiment
regarding the movie). Based on our initial literature
search, we chose to utilize multiple linear regression for
an initial prediction range for the opening weekend box
office revenue (see the sidebar for a brief introduction
to multiple linear regression modeling). We explored a
variety of different variables that could be mined from
the contest, see Table 1. After initial model fitting and
evaluation using R [9], we found our best fit to be of the
form:
OW = β0 + β1TBD + β2Budget+ ε (2)
The model is updated weekly as new movies are
entered into the data set. Parameters are fit using movie
data beginning in January, 2013. Our first prediction
was for the May 17th weekend and used data from
39 movies for training. Our weekly models reported an
R-adj2 ≈ 0.60 with p < .05. Our final parameters were
β0 ≈ 4.9× 103, β1 ≈ 4462, and β2 ≈ 2.3× 105.
The drawback of this model is that it does not fit the
data overly well and predictions have a large variance.
For comparison, a linear regression model using google
search volumes was reported to explain more than 90%
of the variance on box office performance [10], and mod-
els by Asur et al. [1]also report an R-adj2 of over 90%
when the number of theaters was used as a regressor.
Our hypothesis was that a visual analytics toolkit could
partially enable analysts to overcome poor data (partially
due to the noise in social media data and partially due
to the closed world nature of the contest). In order to fa-
cilitate better model prediction, we created a simple bar
graph view (Figure 3(a)) which, for historical movies,
showed the model prediction and its 95% confidence
interval error range, our submitted prediction, and the
actual box office gross. For new movies, only the model
prediction and user submission was shown. This view
was critical in our analysis process, and the primary
view into the data consists of an overview of the Tweets
per day and the model predictions of the movies under
analysis as shown in Figure 1(a).
2.4 Temporal Modeling
While the regression model is able to provide one point
for analysis, our goal was to also provide a big picture
overview. For any given weekend, there is likely a
maximum amount of money available in the market.
In order to approximate the total amount of money
available in the market, we employed a simple moving
average model. Limitations here included access to data
(historical weekend grosses were not available, and after
a movie opens, further weekend takes were no longer
reported in the contest). To compensate for this, we
approximated subsequent weekend grosses for movies
under the assumption that movies would run for three
weeks following their opening weekend, and each week-
end their box office take would be reduced by 50%. Thus,
for any given weekend, we approximated the gross as:
Weekend Gross(t) =
∑
∀i
OWi(t) +
j=3∑
∀i,j=1
.5jOWi(t− j),
where t is the current weekend and i is the index to a
movie that exists at time t. Then, for the weekend gross
prediction, we use a moving average:
Weekend Gross(t+ 1) = 13
j=2∑
j=0
Weekend Gross(t− j).
Finally, we approximate the available revenue for new
movies as:
5New Movie Gross(t+ 1) =
Weekend Gross(t+ 1)−
j=3∑
∀i,j=1
.5jOWi(t+ 1− j).
While this prediction is crude, it provided the analysts
with a valuable bound in which to explore the revenue
predictions.
Results from the temporal weekend prediction and the
linear regression models were then visualized in two
different views as shown in Figure 3. The first view
consists of a linked bar graph combined with stacked
bars as shown in Figure 3 (b). The primary portion of
the bar graph consists of light gray bars indicating the
predicted total weekend market for the new movies and
the dark gray short line indicates the actual weekend
market for each calendar week whose date is shown on
the x-axis. The stacked color bar graph is visualized only
for the weekend under analysis, and the color design is
the same as the movie’s color in the prediction bar graph.
The second view, Figure 3 (c) and (d), is used to
enable users to interactively adjust predictions while also
visualizing the bounds of the total weekend prediction.
In this view, a gray square is drawn, the area of which is
scaled linearly to the total weekend prediction. Colored
rectangles are superimposed onto the gray square, where
the area of each colored rectangle represents the linear
regression prediction for each movie being released on
that weekend. If the sum of the individual predictions is
equal to the total prediction, the colored rectangles will
fit exactly into the gray square in both Figure 3 (c) and
Figure 3 (d). The color design is the same as those of the
bar graph, and modifying the size of a bar in any view
will modify the size across all views.
Our system was designed to allow for three types of
prediction adjustments.
1) Users are allowed to change the amount of the total
gross prediction but the ratio between the movies
will remain consistent.
2) Users are allowed to change the amount of an indi-
vidual prediction but the total weekend prediction
is kept consistent.
3) Users are allowed to arbitrarily change each movie’s
prediction and ignore the weekend gross.
By implementing and integrating multiple comparison
methods, we found that we were able to quickly bound
our analysis. While flexible, these bounds provided us
with an early estimate of the total expected weekend
gross in which to compare the predictions of our linear
regression models. This multiple model comparison was
a critical step for our overall box office prediction and
was regularly used for all movie analyses.
While the results of our temporal predictions were of
low quality, the combination of predictions and bound-
ing of the problem space provided critical information
for comparison and analysis. We will further discuss
in Section 3 how the combination of both models was
critical for successful predictions. Overall, the addition
of multiple models predicting similar information can
help guide analysts to a better ground truth. Similar to
principles employed in the delphi method [11], where
predictions are solicited from multiple experts and used
to come to a common conclusion, in our system, we
allow users to solicit predictions from multiple models
to aid in their analysis. This bounded adjustment widget
can be used in other hierarchical predictions which have
both individual and total predictions, such as sub-topic
trend prediction in a time period.
Fig. 4: A user defined similarity view cropped to show
the topmost similar movies. In the center is the Tweets
by day view, on the right is a graph of the opening
weekend gross. There are bars for the actual gross, our
final prediction, and the prediction range. The star in the
upper left corner of the graph shows the review score.
2.5 Similarity Visualization
While bounding the movie predictions provided context
for an overview of the total weekend, our other critical
analytic view was the similarity widget. This widget
enables analysts to quickly find and compare the accu-
racy of prediction based on various criteria of similarity.
This allows analysts to determine if the given prediction
model typically underestimates, overestimates or is rel-
atively accurate with regards to movies that the analyst
deems to be similar. In this manner, a user can further
refine their final prediction value for both the box office
gross and the review score. In this work, we have defined
nine similarity criteria with distance calculation methods
defined in Table 2. In all similarity matches, we show the
top five most similar movies. These views allow users
to directly compare Tweet trends and sentiment words
between movies deemed to be similar in a category.
Figure 4 contains snapshots from the Despicable Me 2
similarity page showing the line chart view with an
MPAA similarity criterion, a wordle view with top word
similarity criteria and a theme river view with sentiment
similarity criteria.
While all of the variables used in our similarity metric
could also be used in the linear regression model, results
of the modeling indicated that these variables were not
significant in altering the model. However, by providing
an analyst with insight into these secondary variables,
6TABLE 2: Calculations of Similarity Criteria
Similarity Criteria Distance Measurement
Tweet Number by Day Dis(v, s) =
∑14
i=1 |TBDi(v)− TBDi(s)|
Tweet Changing Trend Dis(v, s) =
∑14
i=1
∣∣∣ TBD i(v)Max(TBD j(v),j=1,2,...14) − TBD i(s)Max(TBD j(s),j=1,2,...14) ∣∣∣
Sentiment River Dis(v, s) =
∑14
i=1
∣∣∣ MSS i(v)Max(MSS j(v),j=1,2,...14) − MSS i(s)Max(MSS j(s),j=1,2,...14) ∣∣∣
MSS Dis(v, s) = |MSS(v)−MSS(s)|
MPAA same MPAA rating and close release date
Genre Dis(v, s) = 1− card(Genre(v)∩Genre(s))×2
card(Genre(v))+card(Genre(s))
MSP Dis(v, s) = |MSP (v)−MSP (s)|
Sentiment Wordle Dis(v, s) = 1− card(SWordle(v)∩SWordle(s))
card(SWordle(v))
coupled with the temporal weekend modeling, further
refinement of the prediction is made possible. For ex-
ample, an analyst may compare the absolute difference
between Tweets of two movies, or they can inspect the
trend of the Tweets through line chart comparison using
the Tweets Changing Trend similarity metric. This tool
also allows users to quickly compare the current movies
under analysis to recently released movies with the same
Motion Picture Association of America rating, genre or
movie stars popularity based on the number of Twitter
followers a star has.
3 A VISUAL ANALYTICS PROCESS FOR BOX
OFFICE PREDICTIONS
This system was used to predict 23 movies over the
course of 3 months in the VAST 2013 Box Office Chal-
lenge. Our prediction process involved 3 steps. Our ex-
ample prediction process focuses on the July 4th holiday
in the United States when Despicable Me 2 and The Lone
Ranger were released.
3.1 Movie Review Score Prediction Process
Our movie review score process centered around using
the wisdom of the crowd for predicting an expected
IMDB review score. For each movie, our process began
by entering the bitly view and manually extracting
review scores from bitly users who had done a pre-
screening of the movie (Figure 2). In the case of Despi-
cable Me 2, the analysts manually classified the most
clicked bitly reviews. The average value of all review
scores extracted for Despicable Me 2 was 7.8. Once
the average value is recorded we would then use the
similarity view to compare to other movies. The movie
review score is visualized as a star highlighting the
review value in the corner of the bar graphs (Figure 4).
Typically we would compare across genre, movie rating
and sentiment to determine if we felt the average value
extracted from bitly links was a reasonable prediction.
In the case of Despicable Me 2, we compared to Mon-
sters University as both movies were animated sequels.
Monsters Universitys IMDB rating was 7.8 giving us
confidence that our predicted value of 7.8 was reason-
able. This same process was then performed for the Lone
Ranger, and a viewer rating of 6.4 was predicted.
3.2 Movie Gross Prediction Process
Once the viewer rating was predicted, we then focused
on determining the box office gross for the two movies.
This weekend was challenging for two reasons. First,
the data stream from the contest was broken, providing
only 6 days worth of Tweets, and, second, the predic-
tions were for a five-day weekend as opposed to the
typical three-day weekend. Using the available data, we
obtained a rough estimate for the Despicable Me 2 box
office value in the range of $76M +/- $13M and $85M
+/- $13M for The Lone Ranger. Next, we explore the
expected three-day weekend total and see that our time
series model approximates that $124M is available for
the two movies for the three-day weekend. A quick look
at Figure 3 shows that our regression predictions are well
outside the bounds of the time series model prediction.
Given the misalignment between the two models, we
begin exploring the similarity views to determine which
movies The Lone Ranger and Despicable Me 2 are most
similar to based on our predicted review score as well
as various other metrics. We compare Despicable Me
2 to a variety of animated movies and we see that
the predicted $73M is actually low when compared to
animated movies such as Monsters University. Next, we
explore various similarity views for The Lone Ranger
and see that it is likely similar to World War Z, which
had a weekend gross of $66M. However, World War Z’s
viewer rating was much higher at 7.4 than the predicted
6.4 for The Lone Ranger.
After looking at the available information, we deter-
mined that Despicable Me 2 should perform similarly
to Monsters University, and we predicted a three-day
gross of $85M. Based on our temporal prediction, this
left only $39M for The Lone Ranger; however, given the
other evidence, it seemed likely that The Lone Ranger
would underperform. Finally, we took our three-day
prediction values and linearly scaled them to be a five
day prediction, resulting in a final five day prediction
of $116.5M for Despicable Me 2 and $55.45M for The
Lone Ranger. The actual three-day gross for Despicable
Me 2 was $83.5M and $29M for The Lone Ranger. The
actual five-day gross for Despicable Me 2 was $143M
and $48.7M for The Lone Ranger, and the actual IMDB
ratings were 7.9 for Despicable Me 2 and 6.8 for The
Lone Ranger.
7TABLE 3: Comparison with Peer Teams Predictions
Team Gross Prediction Viewer RatingEntry Average Error STD MRAE Entry Average Error STD MRAE
VADER(Interactive) 23 11.213 9.416 0.467 23 0.487 0.460 0.075
Team Prolix 23 16.466 15.195 0.424 20 0.82 0.640 0.129
Uni Konstanz Boxoffice 14 17.056 15.743 3.929 21 0.905 1.519 0.095
CinemAviz 21 17.219 17.677 1.970 21 0.738 0.559 0.114
Team Turboknopf 8 21.9 15.606 0.685 18 0.514 0.426 0.079
elvertoncf - UFMG 3 12.677 9.806 3.009 3 1.323 0.328 0.259
Philipp Omentisch 5 30.657 38.028 0.678 5 0.5 0.324 0.071
CDE IIIT 2 60.6 62.084 0.537 2 0 0 0
4 RESULTS FROM VAST CHALLENGE
Eight teams (our team being Team VADER) from various
research institutes participated in the VAST Box Office
Challenge. Data was also collected from 4 professional
movie prediction websites. In this section, we compare
our prediction performance with respect to peer teams
from the VAST challenge and professional predictions.
4.1 Comparison with Peer Teams
Table 3 provides summary statistics of the performance
of each team that participated in the VAST Box Office
Challenge. For the gross prediction we report the aver-
age error (in terms of millions of dollars), the standard
deviation (STD) of the average error term and the mean
relative absolute error (MRAE), which is the percentage
of bias deviating from the real value.
MRAE =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Predictioni −RealV aluei|
RealV aluei
(3)
Similar values are reported with regards to predicting
the IMDB rating (in the case of the IMDB rating, partici-
pants submitted a rating score from 1-10). These statistics
can be interpreted by their magnitude, where smaller
values indicate more accurate predictions. Data collected
in Table 3 was provided to all challenge participants after
the contest was closed.
In terms of average error and standard deviation,
our team reported the lowest values in gross prediction
across all teams. With respect to the MRAE for gross
prediction and viewer rating, our results are slightly
worse than Team Prolix (MRAE of .424 for Prolix com-
pared with our .467), and similar in range to Philipp
Omentisch, CDE IIIT and Team Turboknopf. While Team
Prolix was able to achieve a smaller MRAE over the
contest than our group, comparatively, they have a much
larger average error and standard deviation indicating
more inconsistency in their predictions.
With regards to the viewer rating prediction, our
team had the lowest average error and MRAE of all
teams with more than 5 submissions. CDE IIIT submitted
two perfect predictions; however, those were CDE IIIT’s
only predictions making it difficult to determine if their
methods would produce consistent results. With regards
to the average error and standard deviation of the viewer
rating, our team had similar results to Team Turboknopf,
TABLE 4: Comparison with Professional Predictions.
Prediction
Source
Entry Average
Error
STD Average
MRAE
VADER
(interactive) 21 12.729 9.425 0.285
VADER
(No interaction) 21 23.051 22.011 0.501
boxoffice.com 21 8.538 7.466 0.191
filmgo.net 6 12.75 7.409 0.297
hsx 20 9.06 7.397 0.205
boxofficemojo 14 9.864 7.527 0.224
slightly besting them with regards to Average Error, but
being slightly worse with regards to standard deviation.
4.2 Comparison with Professional Predictions
In order to explore the hypothesis that the use of visual
analytics will enable end-users to develop better box-
office predictions we have also collected results from
four professional prediction websites for comparison.
For our comparison to the professional prediction web-
sites, we again explore the results of the VAST Box
Office challenge. Given that these results were collected
and verified by the contest organizers, we feel this is
an adequate means of justifying their validity. For the
comparison in Table 4, only 21 movies are shown in the
chart as two movies, The Bling Ring and The To Do List,
were limited release movies which opened in only 5 and
591 theaters respectively and most expert prediction sites
do not provide predictions for limited release movies.
For each prediction, we followed the same general pro-
cess as described in Section 3. As previously stated, the
underlying linear regression model used in our system
was significant with an R2-adj ≈ .6.
Results in terms of the MRAE are given in Figures 5
and 6 for the opening weekend gross and review score
respectively. Figure 5 provides a comparison of our
MRAE with that of several expert prediction websites.
From Figure 5, it is clear that we outperformed the
experts in the case of three movies (Epic, Hangover 3
and Fast and Furious 6), and in the case where we had
the largest error (After Earth) we relied heavily on the
analytical component with no interaction.
Table 4 gives the average error, standard deviation
and MRAE for the predicted movies. What the results
show is that for the model used, the predictions of
our team utilizing an interactive tool were a dramatic
8Fig. 5: The mean relative absolute error of box office weekend gross predictions, where the x-axis is the predicted
movies.
Fig. 6: The mean relative absolute error of our viewer rating predictions, where the x-axis is the predicted movies.
improvement over just the model itself (see Table 4
VADER (Interactive) versus VADER (No Interaction)).
This provides a strong indication that the hypothesis
that the use of visual analytics will enable end-users
to develop better box-office predictions when compared
to a purely statistical solution is valid. However, we do
not wish to overstate our claims. This contest provides
only a single data point for exploring how one group
of analysts in a closed world setting were able to utilize
a visual analytics toolkit for improved prediction. What
this demonstrates is the need for further controlled stud-
ies in which a group of analysts perform similar model
predictions and results are compared between analysts
using a visual analytics platform and analysts using only
results from a given regression model. However, results
from the contest indicate that a visual analytics toolkit
can enhance business intelligence.
Further analysis of the data also indicates that these
tools enabled our team of novice box office analysts
to quickly close the gap between the experts. Table 4
shows the average error and standard deviation for
our predictions and compares them to four well known
professional prediction websites. What we see is that
both our average error and average MRAE are slightly
lower than filmgo.net indicating that our methodology
enabled our group of novice analysts to be competitive
when compared to expert analysts. The significance of
this relies on three major assumptions:
1) The professional prediction websites have more
experience in box office prediction than our team.
2) The professional prediction websites have access to
more data than our team was allowed in the closed
world contest.
3) Access to more data can enable better predictive
models as evidenced by [1], [6], [10], [15]
First, it seems reasonable that a professional prediction
website would have much more experience than a com-
puter science team who has never previously attempted
to predict box office sales. Second, it is clear that utilizing
data sources (specifically the number of theaters a movie
is released in) will result in a better prediction model
(a larger R2). From these assumptions, it becomes clear
that (in this instance) the application of a visual analytics
toolkit can enable individuals that are knowledgeable
with respect to data analysis to quickly understand in-
formation being presented to them in new domains and
make predictions that are in line with expert predictions.
Overall, our prediction error (.285) was slightly lower
than that of filmgo (.297), but approximately 50% worse
than boxoffice.com (.191). However, if we remove the
After Earth and Now You See Me weekend (during
which we relied heavily on the model and very little on
the interactive visuals), our MRAE drops to .239 which
puts us near the prediction range of boxofficemojo.
Other sources of error can be accounted for in disrupted
Twitter and bitly data feeds. These interruptions were
pronounced for The Heat, White House Down, Monsters
University and World War Z. However, even with those
interruptions, our predictive analysis process was still
quite robust with only The Heat being a significantly
worse prediction than the professional sites.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Overall, the application of visual analytics for social
media analysis has proven relatively effective. However,
there are still many challenges in applying this to all
domains of business intelligence. First, social media
data is extremely noisy. Movie predictions work well
as one can track the effectiveness of ad campaigns by
following the specific hashtags promoted by a brand. As
9the analysis gets farther afield from Twitter (for example
when trying to mine data from bitly) it becomes difficult
to choose effective keywords. Second, due to the ever
changing stream of social media sources and users, it is
likely that any automated system for data collection and
prediction will eventually be steered off course. As such,
it is critical to link the human into the loop; however,
as is evidenced by the issues in sentiment analysis,
the data cleaning process should not overburden the
analyst. The sentiment analysis and cleaning process
employed in this work places an overly large burden on
the end user. As such, integrating a system for having
a user label a subset of tweets for sentiment model
training could be a more effective solution. Third, it is
imperative to link highly curated small datasets with
this so call “big data”. While social media data can be
used as a proxy for many signals, we find that linking
multiple data sources with varying levels of reliability
(for example, total weekend take for all movies and
regression modeling) can enhance the predictive abilities
of a system. For example, doing focus groups and linking
their data with results from social media could enhance
the analysis of a proposed new product release. Finally,
this paper demonstrates the need for interactive tools to
mine social media data. From the examples of box office
prediction, it is clear that such data contains a wealth of
information. However, extracting knowledge from this
data and effectively communicating this remains a chal-
lenge. There are clear needs for effective data cleaning
tools to improve filtering of unrelated social media sig-
nals, as well as for improving the results of challenging
analytical problems (such as sentiment analysis). Our
results demonstrate that the use of visual analytics tools
can have a significant impact on knowledge discovery
for business intelligence.
While our results are able to only demonstrate a
single data point, we feel this is significant in that the
provisions of the contest allow us to directly compare
a group of analysts using a visual analytics toolkit to
experts in a particular modeling domain. However, we
recognize that this is a far cry from definitively validat-
ing the hypothesis that the use of visual analytics will
enable end-users to develop better box-office predictions
when compared to a purely statistical solution. Overall,
this work points for the need of better methods for
evaluating the impact of visual analytics when used for
complex problems such as prediction. There are a variety
of factors and variables that need to be addressed and
controlled, including the level of expertise and the types
of visualizations provided. With our current system in
place, we have been collecting streaming movie data
in a manner similar to the VAST Box Office Challenge
and plan to run a variety of controlled experiments. Of
primary interest are exploring levels of expertise and the
impact that visual analytics has on resultant predictions.
We feel that results shown in this paper provide an
important starting point for such explorations.
6 SIDEBAR: LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL
CONSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION
Regression analysis is one of the most widely used meth-
ods of pattern detection and multifactor analysis [7].
With a proper regression model, data can be better
described, interpreted, and predicted.
6.1 Linear Regression Model
The basic form of a k-variable linear regression model is
defined as follows:
y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + · · ·+ βkxk + ε (4)
Variable y is known as the response, variables
xi, i = 1, . . . , k are the regressors and ε represents
the error term. The goal is to define a relationship
between the response term and the regressors by
solving for the linear coefficients, βi that best map
the regressors to the response. The linear regression
model is most often written in matrix form such that:
Y = Xβ + ε
Y =

y1
y2
...
yn
X =

1 x11 . . . x1k
1 x21 . . . x2k
...
...
...
1 xn1 . . . xnk
β =

β0
β1
...
βk

For multiple regression models, higher order terms
may also be used to model the response (e.g., 2nd order
variables are of the form x2i and xixj). However, for this
work our focus is on the simple linear regression model.
6.2 Parameter Estimation
In order to solve for the parameters βi the ordinary
least square (OLS) solution is most commonly employed.
Note that this assumes normality for the data; however,
if this assumption is not valid a maximum likelihood
estimation would then be employed (which is equivalent
to OLS under the assumption of normality).
For OLS, we wish to minimize
S(β) =
n∑
i=1
ε2i = ε
Tε = (y −Xβ)T (y −Xβ)
by satisfying
∂S
∂β |βˆ= −2XTy + 2XTXβˆ = 0.
Under assumptions of normality, the solution takes the
form of βˆ = (XTX)−1XTY and the prediction function
is Y = HY where H = X(XTX)−1XT . In one-order
multiple linear regression, the predicted response is a
linear combination of observations.
6.3 Model Selection
In a multiple variable dataset with a single response vari-
able (such as in our box office gross prediction), analysts
will traditionally be faced with a large set of potential
linear regression models consisting of various regressors
and orders. For example, in box office prediction, the
response could be related to the number of Tweets per
10
day, or the number of theaters the movie is released in,
or any combination of variables.
In order to decide which model should be used in
prediction, there are several principles an analyst will
typically consider.
• Do not violate the scientific principle, if there exists
one, behind the dataset.
• Maintain a sense of parsimony to keep the order
of the model as low as possible and the number of
regressors as small as possible.
• Keep an eye on extrapolation. Regression fits data
in a given regressor space but there is no guarantee
that the same model also applies to other data
outside this space.
• Always check evaluation plots more than the statis-
tics. Residual plots and normal plots help show
outliers and lack of fit.
In order to verify the efficacy of a model, analysts
will typically rely on a variety of statistical graphics
to determine the critical variables in the model, i.e.,
those that explain the most variation with the simplest
form [8]. Several statistics are usually reported to evalu-
ate the effective fit of a given model: p-value, R2 and R2-
adj. The p-value shows the significance of a regression
model, where p < .05 indicates the model is significant
with a 95% confidence interval. R2 and R2-adj generally
describe the percentage of variance explained by a given
model. R2-adj specifically takes the degree of freedom
into consideration and should be used in multiple re-
gression to compensate for the increased variance when
adding regressors. A model is typically selected when
it has a small p-value and a high R2 or R2-adj value
and a relatively simple form with reasonable residual
distributions.
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